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i ®i:pi j p j p j (ºa)p j Ah~ ui




i can be rearranged arbitrarily
j is a monoid with 0 ,
P
? for unit
(ºa)p ´ (ºb)pfa := bg (b not in p)
(ºa)(p j q) ´ (ºa)p j q (a not in q)
Ah~ ui ´ pf~ x := ~ ug (if A(~ x) = p is a def)
Reduction Rules: (a:p +
P
i ®i:pi) j (¹ a:q +
P
j ¯j:qj) & p j q
Reactive Contexts: E ::= ( ) j E j p j p j E j (ºa)E
Labelled Transitions: ...
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A Simple Calculus
Syntax:
p ::= 0 j a j a j p j p where a 2 N:
Structural Congruence:
`j' associative, commutative with identity 0
Reactions:
a j a I 0
The Standard Labelled Transition System:
a
a I 0 a





x I q j p0
p ´ p0 p0 x I q0 q0 ´ q
p
x I q































Only the left one could possibly be an IPO!
Yet, because of the structural congruence, the redex could partially come from
the context. The derived LTS cannot account for this: only a a j a
¡ I 0
transition. And that is bad!
We need to keep track of structural congruence to locate the reaction.
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They are incomparable!
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° :B } } } }












± :B } } } }
} } } }
²
Each of these squares is a GRPO!
The 2-cells trace the structural congruence and place the reaction.
Note: ° and ± swap the 1st/3rd and 2nd/3rd element, so
as to put in evidence the intended redex.
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Bunches (ctd.)
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Bunches (ctd.)
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